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Acquisition Information
Preferred Citation
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Scope and Content
Materials related to the AIDS: Counseling and Assistance (AIDS: CAP) program of the Gay and Lesbian Resource Center of Santa Barbara, California, collected by Santa Barbara attorney Eric P. Hvolboll in the course of his volunteer work for the program. Included in the collection are clippings, flyers, correspondence, AIDS: CAP volunteer counseling and training matter, bulletins, and informational brochures on AIDS/HIV resources in Santa Barbara County dating from 1989-1997.
Related Archival Material
Pacific Pride Foundation records (SBHC Mss 113), Department of Special Research Collections, UC Santa Barbara Library.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Gay & Lesbian Resource Center bulletin.
AIDS (Disease) -- California -- Santa Barbara County
HIV-positive persons -- Services for -- California -- Santa Barbara County -- History
Brochures
Bulletins
Clippings (information artifacts)
Correspondence
Fliers (printed matter)
Gay and Lesbian Resource Center (Santa Barbara, Calif.) -- Archives

box 1, folder 1  AIDS brochures circa 1990
box 1, folder 2  AIDS: CAP Cabaret Benefit II 1990 October 20
box 1, folder 3  Clippings 1989-1997
  Scope and Content
  This file contains copies of the The Bulletin with content related to the AIDS: CAP program.

box 1, folder 5  Correspondence 1990-1991
box 1, folder 6  
AIDS: Counseling and Assistance Program (AIDS: CAP) literature and handouts for volunteers circa 1990